Matai Lockdown Activities

You can choose any 3 activities to do per day (you can do more if you wish)

You will be emailed a link to attend a zoom meeting to check in. This will also be emailed to your parents. If you are not able to zoom then you can check in with your teacher via email.
Maths

Measure the area and perimeter of each room in your house. Create a
scaled plan from a bird's eye view using measured objects.

Congratulations! You have won $50,000,000. The only condition is that you
only have TODAY to spend it all and you must spend every single dollar
(and not go over) so you need to spend exactly $50,000,000.
You need to provide evidence of what you’ve brought and how much it
costs. You can only buy one of each thing e.g ONE gaming platform, ONE
game for it. You can buy 1 house for yourself but you may buy one for your
parents. Take screenshots and then add them to a doc to show how much
you have spent!

ANI is having a party!
Find a recipe for a dish you want to cook and share with others. Adapt the
ingredient measurements so the recipe will feed all 600 staff and children
at ANI.

Good luck!!!!

Literacy

HWEO

Choose your favourite book, movie or tv character. Write some adjectives to
describe them. Write in how they showed these characteristics in the story.
OR
Create a character that could fit into your favourite book, movie or tv show.
Draw and describe them.

Write a letter to your future self
. Be as detailed as possible - what do you eat for breakfast? Do you play
sports? Who is in your team? Where do you live? What is happening today?
What kind of person do you want to be by the time you read this letter?

Write a description for 5 emotions you have felt in the last week. For each
emotion, describe how it felt, looked like and what zones of regulation could
you use to guide/help you through this emotion.

Craft a themed playlist that expresses yourself and illustrate the cover art for it
1. Choose a theme e.g Car rides, Star gazing, the beach etc
2. Select Songs to: Add 12+ songs that all match your theme
3. Order your songs: what is the best order for your songs? Will our
favourite songs go first?
4. Make album art for your playlist: draw or digitally illustrate your
album cover.

Choreography Creation
Choose a song/songs from your playlist and create some choreography
(dance moves) that express your connection to the song and lyrics. Try and
use different levels with your body (low medium high) and use a range of
speeds.

Think about a taonga or treasure that is important or significant to you.
Create a display to share this object. Create a video, voiceover, poster,
explanation writing, poem, dance, rap, or another expressive method to
explain why it is important to you.
Extra points if you find an object that no one else has!

Make a meal of your choice, video yourself making it or take photos at each
stage.

What do you want to be when you grow up?

Work in different places, such as at a desk, listening to music, or at the
kitchen table. After 15 minutes in each place, write out where you were able
to best concentrate and why.

Specialist
Life Skills

Have a look at the process to get there. Uni? Apprenticeship?

